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FOODSERVICE IN THE BROADER PUBLIC SECTOR
INTRODUCTION
Institutions of the broader public sector (BPS) have become motivated to
introduce more locally grown and processed foods in their menus to better serve
their customers, be they students, hospital patients, or residents of long-term
care facilities (LTCs).
This report provides an introduction to the various actors involved in the
foodservice supply chain, as well as an overview of how foodservice works in
universities and colleges, school boards, hospitals, municipal LTCs and child
care centres. It is not intended to capture the deeper complexities of foodservice
in the BPS.
OVERVIEW
BPS institutional foodservice is an important target market for Ontario
producers. The BPS includes universities and colleges, school boards, hospitals
and municipally-run facilities (such as child care centres and LTCs). There are
private sector counterparts to these institutions and facilities (e.g. privately owned
and operated child care centres), but this report speaks to those that are publicly
funded.
Having the BPS sector lead the way in local food procurement can increase
purchasing of Ontario food outside of the BPS sector as well. The BPS
foodservice supply chain also services non-BPS customers: restaurants, privately
owned and managed institutions, and foodservice in the travel and
accommodation sectors. Creating a demand for local food in the BPS sector will
require suppliers to adapt their systems in order to supply that demand. These
system changes will in turn allow suppliers to offer locally sourced product to
non-BPS customers as well. The increased use of local food by the BPS sector
can encourage BPS employees and BPS customers to increase their personal
purchases of Ontario food.
Any given institution may have one or more foodservice operations within
their facility, which may be managed and operated differently. Each
foodservice operation can be distinguished based on whether it is commercial or
institutional (see Figure 1). Commercial operations are open to the general public
(e.g. public cafeterias in hospitals, retail foodservice franchise outlets in
universities). Institutional foodservice is where foodservice is not open to
members of the public (e.g. meals at child care centres and for residents in
LTCs). For each location, foodservices may be operated by facility staff or
contracted out to a third party.
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Figure 1 BPS Foodservice.
BPS institutions maintain varying levels of control over their foodservice
and therefore have varying levels of influence over food procurement. If
foodservice is retained in-house the institution has the greatest control over
menus and sourcing of food. Even then, however, most institutions contract out a
majority of their food purchases to distributors. The institution decides on how
they group their contracts and may choose to break them down into categories
such as frozen foods, dry goods, protein, fruits and vegetables, dairy, etc. Some
institutions use a third party organization to coordinate procurement on their
behalf. These third party groups are referred to as “group purchasing
organizations”, or “buying groups”. 1 Most institutions have a primary distributor
agreement, and depending on the type of institution, they may have two or more
distributors that they buy from for any given period. If an institution contracts the
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Group purchasing organizations or buying groups consolidate the purchases of many locations
in order to negotiate rebates and price discounts on a volume basis. Group purchasing
organizations are used extensively in the health care sector and there are other buying groups
that operate for different types of operators. Some industry associations, such as the Canadian
Restaurant Foodservices Association, operate buying groups as a way to create income for their
organization. These organizations generally host yearly Requests for Proposals to select
suppliers for the organizations on whose behalf they purchase. These suppliers offer bottom line
pricing or rebates to compete for the volume of product promised by the group purchasing
organization or buying group.
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foodservice out to a corporate contract caterer, independent operator, or
franchise, they control only what they put in their contract agreement with that
third party. Other than that, the company that is awarded the contract has full
control over how they purchase their foods.
THE FOODSERVICE SUPPLY CHAIN
KEY PLAYERS
FARMERS
Farmers do not usually deal directly with the BPS institutions. Farmers are
at the beginning of the value chain. Most of the time, they will sell their products
up the value chain to processors, wholesalers, and distributors. A small
percentage of farmers will sell directly to the institution.
PROCESSORS
Processors usually supply the BPS through distributors or contract
caterers. Processing activities can be divided into two main categories: primary
processing and further processing. Primary processing refers to the “first stage in
the processing segment of the value chain” and includes activities such as
washing, bagging, slaughtering, cutting (chopped vegetables, cutting beef halves
into steaks and respective cuts of meat), etc. Some primary processing activities
are undertaken by intermediaries who aggregate farmers’ product to sell to
distributors. Further processing takes the outputs from primary processing to
make a range of ‘value-added’ products such as tomato sauce or prepared
meals. Most processing firms try to vertically integrate primary processing
activities with further processing activities, as more profit can be made from the
sale of ‘value-added’ further processed foods than from the outputs of primary
processing alone.
DISTRIBUTORS
Distributors provide the full range of food products to BPS institutions,
either directly or via contract caterers. There are three main types of
distributors in the BPS foodservice supply chain (see Figure 2).
Broad-line distributors carry everything from fresh fruits and vegetables, dry good
groceries, frozen foods, meats and dairy, to cleaning chemicals and disposables,
and can work province-wide or in service specific geographic areas. Some broadline distributors in Ontario are Gordon Food Service, Sysco Food Services of
Canada, Summit Food Service, Flanagan Foodservice Inc., and Skor Food
Service Ltd. Some of these are part of national or global companies. Morton
Wholesale Ltd. and Golden Fleece Foods are examples of regional broad-line
distributors. In addition to the basics of distribution (refrigeration, storage,
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warehousing, sourcing and supply logistics, and transportation and financial
infrastructure), they provide other services for customers such as new product
development, menu planning and reviews, and staff training in food handling.
Specialty distributors carry a single category of product (e.g. meat or produce),
can specialize by the market they serve (e.g. Asian foods) or by the region that
they import from (e.g. food importer from Italy). Most specialty food distributors
are regional; however, there are a few province-wide specialty distributors, such
as MacGregors Meat and Seafood Ltd., which specialize in meats; Bamford
Produce, which specializes in produce; and Neilson, which specializes in dairy.
Short chain distributors sell direct from farms and are all regional. Examples
include Kawartha Ecological Growers (Peterborough/Kawarthas), Wendy’s
Mobile Market (Kingston), and 100 km Foods Inc. (the Greater Toronto Area).
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Figure 2 The three main types of distributors and their specializations.
FOODSERVICE OPERATORS
Foodservice operators operate at the end of the BPS foodservice supply
chain. Foodservice operations can be managed and delivered in-house or
contracted out to a third party. If managed in-house, meals may be prepared by
the institution’s employees and the food itself purchased from distributors and in
the rare occasion (mostly for very small operations) directly from retail stores.
Institutions that contract their foodservice to a third party can select a corporate
contract caterer or independent operator, or a franchise (see Figure 1). When
contracting the foodservices to a third party, the institution often loses direct
control over food procurement, including the capability to decide what or where
4

products are purchased from. However, provisions that allow the institution to
retain control of procurement can be worked into contract agreements with the
service provider.
Corporate contract caterers work across the province, Canada and around the
world. Examples include Aramark, Compass Group, and Sodexo. The on-site
manager of a corporate contract caterer must source their supplies from
company approved suppliers and often from a list of products provided by the
corporation’s head office.
Independent operators have more control than corporate contract caterers over
their suppliers because they are often not bound to contracts, like corporate
contract caterers are. While this does provide them with flexibility to purchase, it
also makes it difficult to determine what they are buying and where they are
buying it from. Independent operators tend to have many more suppliers, making
tracking of purchases much more difficult. It can also make it more challenging to
reach the independents because there are so many different distributors that they
would need to influence in order to get their products to market.
Franchises refer to third party operators of a chain outlet, such as Tim Hortons,
that usually provide only commercial foodservice. The institution itself can be a
franchisee of such a chain outlet, a corporate or independent caterer may be a
franchisee of one of these chain outlets, or an independent franchisee may
operate the franchise. The key difference between franchise outlets is that their
menus and products are fixed by head office and rarely provide opportunities for
any deviation even upon request from an institution.
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
Industry associations are agricultural and food related organizations that
support and promote the sector. Through many different specializations,
mandates, and functions, industry associations provide support and promotion of
different parts of the agri-food sector. Many industry associations are selfoperated by producers in the sector.
Industry associations can be general or commodity-specific. General
industry associations are involved in many different types of activities including
environmental stewardship, farm business management, farmers’ markets, food
safety, organic production, young farmers, farm advisory services, and many
more (Canadian Agricultural Human Resource Council). Examples of general
industry associations in Ontario are the 4-H Ontario, Organic Council of Ontario,
Ecological Farming Association of Ontario, Alliance of Ontario Food Processors,
and Farmers’ Markets Ontario. Commodity-specific groups are industry
associations with a focus on a specific agricultural product or group of products
(for example Ontario Greenhouse Vegetable Growers, Cattle producers, fruit and
vegetable growers, asparagus growers, etc.).
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Marketing boards are associations that work to create favourable marketing
environments and stability/predictability for a specific commodity. Their
functions include providing market information to farmers in their association,
supporting research and development, promoting their commodity, finding
markets for their members’ products, and, in some cases, even managing supply
in domestic and/or export markets. They are also involved, to varying degrees, in
setting prices for products.
The Ontario Farm Products Marketing Commission determines the functions of
marketing boards, and each board can be grouped into one of three categories
based on how they set prices or quotas.
Negotiating boards have the authority to negotiate minimum prices paid to
producers and other terms of sale for certain products. The marketing board and
the companies that buy the product must come to a consensus on the minimum
terms of sale. If consensus cannot be reached in a predetermined period of time,
an arbitrator is involved, much like in labour disputes. Once prices and conditions
are set, contracts are struck between individual growers and buyers. Payments
are usually made directly to producers, although in some cases payments flow
through the marketing boards. Negotiating boards do not have the authority to
regulate production. The negotiating boards include Ontario Apple Growers,
Grape Growers of Ontario, Ontario Potato Board, Seed Corn Growers of Ontario,
Ontario Tomato Seedling Growers’ Marketing Board, and Ontario Processing
Vegetable Growers.
The second category of marketing boards includes those that have the authority
to establish prices without negotiations with buyers. These marketing boards set
prices based on market information and guidance from advisory committees, and
prices can be appealed through Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food’s
Appeal Tribunal. The marketing boards in this category have varied marketing
functions and are difficult to generalize. While each board has the ability to
establish prices, they all do that in different ways, and all interact with the
marketplace to varying degrees. For example, some marketing boards will
contract with buyers directly and process sales on behalf of farmers, while others
will license dealers/packers who pay growers directly. The OMAF website2
provides a complete description of the unique marketing function of the boards in
this category. Marketing boards with the authority to establish price in Ontario
include Ontario Asparagus Growers’ Marketing Board, Ontario Bean Producers’
Marketing Board, Ontario Fresh Grape Growers’ Marketing Board, Ontario
Greenhouse Vegetable Growers, Ontario Pork Producers’ Marketing Board,
Ontario Potato Board, Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency, and Ontario Tender
Fruit Producers’ Marketing Board.
The third category of marketing boards are supply managed boards, which have
the authority to regulate production and/or market through quotas and can
2

http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/farmproducts/factsheets/ag_market.htm
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establish prices for certain products. This means that they have the authority to
determine how much each farmer of the commodity is allowed to produce and
market each year. Quotas and production limits are generally determined through
consultation with other provinces, through estimation of future national demand,
and through analysis of historical market share of the province in question. Some
supply managed boards can establish prices for their commodities, while others
leave pricing to the free market. Supply managed boards in Ontario include
Chicken Farmers of Ontario, Dairy Farmers of Ontario, Ontario Broiler, Hatching
Egg & Chick Commission, Egg Farmers of Ontario, and Turkey Farmers of
Ontario.
The packers’ role is to purchase product from producers, effectively
aggregating large quantities from many smaller producers. They also
package product in a way that fits the requirements of distributors, processors,
institutions, and other important buyers.
BROADER PUBLIC SECTOR
School Boards
Fact: Ontario’s publicly funded education system consists of 72 school boards
and 11 school authorities administering 4,020 elementary and 911 secondary
schools serving over two million students.
Each school board approaches foodservice differently. Some choose to
coordinate foodservice across all schools in the board. Many school boards,
however, delegate foodservice to each individual school.
Schools have a variety of foodservice operations that are typically related
to the level of education, programs offered and size of the school.
Secondary schools often have a cafeteria, and those with culinary programs may
also have student run cafeterias or cafés. Elementary schools typically do not
have cafeterias but many run school nutrition programs where breakfast, lunch,
and snacks may be provided to the students.
Third party contractors, either corporate or independent, often run
cafeterias. This is generally the case for larger high schools. The smaller high
schools tend to directly operate their foodservice in-house, hiring their own
foodservice staff.
The 2008 Healthy Foods for Healthy Schools Act has been changing
foodservice in Ontario schools. Regulations under the Act, such as the New
Trans Fat Regulation and the School Food and Beverage Policy have been
established in an attempt to make food served in Ontario schools healthier. The
School Food and Beverage policy includes an emphasis on offering food and
beverages produced in Ontario. Some school boards have taken these new
7

policies as an opportunity to increase the amount of local food in their
foodservice as well.
Most student nutrition programs rely heavily on volunteers to procure and
prepare food. School nutrition programs aim to improve student performance
and nutrition by providing healthy breakfasts, lunches, and snacks to students –
depending on the program. Programs generally receive base funding from the
provincial government and follow nutrition guidelines set out by the Ministry of
Children and Youth Services. However, the programs are often initiated and/or
run by parent volunteers. These parent volunteers are often responsible for the
food purchase and preparation and receive support from non-profit or community
organizations. As a result, budgetary constraints and nutritional guidelines are
important factors that impact the selection of food purchased. Some schools also
have Farm to School programs that source healthy, whole ingredients from local
farmers for student nutrition programs (e.g. the Halton Farm to School Program
operated by the not-for-profit Halton Food for Thought).
Peel District School Board (PDSB)
Peel District School Board (PDSB) is the first school board in Ontario to
partner with multiple stakeholders as part of the School Food Action Coalition to
support local food purchasing in PDSB school cafeterias. The Coalition’s
members include the school board, the Peel Public Health Unit, and
Compass/Chartwells (the school board’s main third party corporate contract
caterer). The Coalition is facilitated by the not-for-profit environmental
organization, Ecosource.
The Coalition has been working to increase local options for secondary
school cafeterias. The focus has been to identify menu items that would lead to
increased use of Ontario lean meats and dairy products, and whole fruits and
grains, which would also help them to comply with regulations under the 2008
Healthy Foods for Healthy Schools Act and 2010 School Food and Beverage
Policy.
A local food campaign has raised awareness among students, teachers
and staff of local foods. A specially designed logo and labeling for local
ingredients in cafeterias and outreach events were used to help develop
students’ understanding and appreciation of local food. A menu challenge was
held in the spring of 2011 where students competed to design cafeteria menu
items that featured local ingredients. The winner’s dish was added to
Compass/Chartwell’s menus in PDSB cafeterias in September 2011.
Universities and Colleges
Fact: Ontario is home to 28 public colleges and 20 public universities. These
institutions vary greatly in size, from small intimate campuses contained within a
single building, to large institutions with hundreds of thousands of students and
campuses with many buildings.
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There is an enormous diversity of foodservice operations across and
sometimes within universities and colleges. Universities and colleges offer a
range of venues through which foodservice is provided on campus including
cafeterias and kiosks, student residence dining halls, corporate franchise and/or
private restaurants and cafes, and conference catering, to name a few. In
addition, some universities and most colleges with culinary arts programs have
student-run cafeterias or kiosks where culinary students are responsible for the
foodservice in these outlets.
Management of foodservice varies across institutions and at different
venues within institutions. Restaurants and cafes are often run by third party
corporate operators and use different vendors than the contracted foodservice
provided in cafeterias and kiosks. Contract caterers such as Aramark, Compass,
and Sodexo often provide foodservice in student cafeterias. Sometimes a
foodservice operation is centrally administered, and in other institutions, multiple
employees administer foodservice operations of different venues or for different
parts of a campus.
University of Toronto
The University of Toronto is Ontario’s largest university, with over 75,000
students across three different campuses. Foodservice at the University of
Toronto is extremely diverse. Corporate franchises such as Starbucks, Second
Cup, and Tim Hortons operate multiple locations across the three campuses. The
St. George (downtown) campus alone has over seven student residence dining
halls and three large student cafeterias as well as numerous smaller cafeterias
and kiosks. Aramark is the main vendor for contract catering foodservice at the
University of Toronto St. George Campus and Scarborough Campus, while
Chartwells (a member of Compass Group) is the major vendor on the
Mississauga campus.
Since 2006, the University of Toronto has required that foodservice
vendors for Victoria College and New College source local and sustainable
certified food for a “small but increasing portion of its meals”.
Other foodservice within the University sources even more of its food
locally and sustainably. The Director of Food Services, and Executive Chef at the
89 Chestnut Street Residence and Conference centre, Jaco Lokker’s estimated
total food purchases in 2010 were 20 per cent Local Food Plus certified, and 45
per cent Ontario product. Lokker reworked his operations to allow him to buy
more local food without increasing his costs, demonstrating that more local food
coming in doesn’t have to mean more dollars going out. While Lokker’s practices
have a high impact at the Chestnut residence dining hall services with 1,000
students, his reach is not everywhere in the university because of its diverse and
segregated foodservice organization.
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Hospitals3
Fact: There are more than 150 hospitals in the province serving almost 33 million
meals per year.
Hospitals, or acute care facilities, are heavily reliant on distributors, group
purchasing organizations, or corporate contract caterers to source their
food. Hospital foodservice is mostly patient meals, although hospitals often also
operate public cafeterias and coffee kiosks or cafes and usually have vending
machines as well. Patient meals may be prepared in-house which can range from
cooking from scratch with raw ingredients to reheating fully prepared frozen
meals. However, larger and urban-based hospitals are more likely to outsource
its foodservice operations, or use a food system other than conventional cooking.
Other food systems used include cook-chill, assembly-serve/cold plating, and
bulk re-therm. In hospitals that outsource their foodservice operations or
purchase mostly fully prepared meals that only need to be re-heated, the kitchen
facilities required to prepare fresh ingredients in-house are often lacking.
Each hospital receives an overall operating budget from the provincial
government and determines how to allocate those funds. The daily raw food
budget is between $7 and $8 per patient per day. With this amount it is expected
that hospitals provide three meals and two snacks and beverages (including
supplements) per day to meet the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s
(MOHTLC) guidelines.
Hospital management has, in theory, significant authority over its
foodservices operations since it determines its own food budget. At the
menu level, there are two influential roles in determining hospital menus: the
foodservice manager who creates the menus and is the main contact for
suppliers, and, secondly, the dietitians who ensure the nutritional requirements of
patients are met. Through survey research, we know that there is variation in the
hospital sector over interest in local food procurement among all of these actors.
Hospital executives are also important, and, unfortunately, often place
foodservices as a low priority, which can make it difficult for local food
procurement initiatives. On the other hand, their support can ensure such
initiatives succeed.
Scarborough Hospital
The Scarborough Hospital is comprised of two general hospital campuses
and seven community-based sites. The hospital’s commercial foodservice (i.e.
cafeterias and coffee shops) is contracted out to a third party. Patient meals were
prepared in-house using some traditional cooking and assembly line style
3

For a more detailed breakdown on foodservices in Ontario’s hospitals and LTCs, please see
Report on Food Provision in Ontario Hospitals and Long-Term Care Facilities: The Challenges
and Opportunities of Incorporating Local Foods, authored by Dr. Paulette Padanyi, et. al.
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preparation and some ‘cold plate re-therm’ techniques (reheating prepared
meals). The hospital featured the same seven-day menu cycle for at least a
decade, so perhaps it is not surprising that waste from patient plates was as high
as 35-40 per cent (versus the more typical 20 per cent).
This began to change with a project to improve patient satisfaction by
better meeting the food preferences of Scarborough’s diverse population and
increasing the amount of local, fresh foods in patient diets. Using the general
hospital campus as a pilot because of its size, commercial kitchen, and low
patient satisfaction, a new system has been developed to give patients menu
choice through bedside ordering, with increased local content and menu items
that better reflected patient preferences. Equipment in the kitchens was upgraded
to facilitate more on-site preparation of fresh ingredients, staff were trained on
scratch cooking, and new recipes were developed that use more local food.
Challenges included gaining support from dietitians, handling push back
from existing vendors, and designing new menus that accommodated a number
of dietary restrictions and special patient diets. Creative solutions included
introducing more easy-to-prepare comfort foods like soups and a chicken congee
and eliminating as much as possible the need for different menus by designing all
menu items based on widely tolerated ingredients.
Patient satisfaction for those who have sampled the new food is high.
Kitchen staff is happier to have more skilled work to complete and the hospital
has made these changes within its food budget.
Municipal Governments
Fact: There are close to 450 municipalities in the province, ranging in geographic
size, population, budget and services provided.
Municipalities operate a range of facilities and therefore have various
associated foodservices. Municipal foodservice operations include cafeterias
and catering at municipal offices, meals provided at municipally-run hostels and
shelters, recreation programs, and convention centres. Foodservice operations
run the gamut (see Figure 1) from in-house preparation, to third party contracting,
to leased space for private and corporate franchises.
Municipal Long-Term Care Homes
Fact: There are approximately 150 municipal LTCs serving some 85 million
meals annually.
The majority of foodservice in LTCs is for resident meals, although some
facilities might also have cafeterias, cafes or kiosks that are open to the
public. Public foodservice is less prevalent in LTCs than in hospitals, but where it
exists it would be managed in a variety of ways (in-house, contracted out to a
third party or operated by a franchise leasing the space, see Figure 1).
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At most LTCs patient meals are prepared in-house by facility staff using
conventional cooking methods and served in dining rooms supplemented
by bedside service. In theory, this means there are more immediate
opportunities to increase the amount of Ontario product purchased. The
management of foodservice is, however, changing particularly in larger facilities
and those that are both acute care/hospitals and LTCs.
Municipal LTCs are subject to considerable oversight from the Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care, including with respect to patient meals. They
receive a specific allowance for raw food to provide three patient meals per day
as well as snacks and beverages ($7.46 per person per day as of July 1, 2011).
The MHLTC requires the LTC to spend the entire $7.46, and the facility is able to
allocate more to this baseline from their administrative budget (only) if they
choose. A survey conducted by My Sustainable Canada showed that most
facilities spend exactly $7.46 per person per day on raw food, but some facilities
do supplement that amount, most often from revenue generating activities such
as meals-on-wheels and retail services. Thus, the average raw food allowance is
$7.46 per person per day.
St. Joseph’s Health Centre in Guelph
St. Joseph’s Health Centre in Guelph is primarily a LTC but also features a
rehabilitation and complex continuing care hospital. Leslie Carson joined the
Centre as the new Manager of Food and Nutrition Services in 2006 and decided
to apply her interest in using locally sourced, freshly prepared ingredients to
increase patient satisfaction with foodservices while staying on budget. When
she arrived, much of St. Joseph’s food preparation work was outsourced, and
they purchased a large amount of prepared foods. Feeling this was expensive
and not optimal for patient satisfaction or nutrition, she started to source fresher,
seasonal ingredients from local suppliers such as Rowe Farms for meat and
Don’s Produce.
75 per cent of St. Joseph’s patient meals are now prepared on site by St.
Joseph’s kitchen staff with these fresh, locally sourced ingredients. In addition,
the cafeteria that was closed when Leslie arrived has been reopened and
features new local seasonal, home-style choices, just like patient meals, and is
generating revenue for the Health Centre. Kitchen staff is happier to be doing the
skilled work of preparation from scratch and the results have been met with an 87
per cent patient satisfaction with foodservices, well above the estimated
provincial average of 60 per cent.
Municipal Child Care Centres
Child care foodservice is exclusively non-commercial. Meals and snacks are
largely prepared in-house, although may be contracted out to independent
caterers. School-aged children are also sometimes given ‘bagged lunches’ to
take with them to school, in addition to being served food in-house.
12

Foodservice tends to be highly decentralized, with foodservice operations
being carried out at the level of the individual child care centre. Larger
municipalities, like the City of Toronto, are more likely to have more centralization
and unity across their child care services facilities than smaller municipalities that
may operate fewer child care services facilities.
Child care service providers have to comply with very specific nutritional
guidelines set out by the provincial government. These guidelines influence
the types of food served in child care facilities.
City of Toronto’s Children’s Services Division
The City of Toronto’s Children’s Services Division serves some 3,000
children in 52 child care centres and one home child care agency. Foodservice
models across these 52 sites vary widely, from internal and external catering to
on-site preparation. Menus are centrally developed by a registered dietitian to
meet ministry guidelines and standards. Special diet plans are also developed by
the nutrition services team.
Food is currently sourced from a broad line distributor. A master ordering
list is generated to reflect the core diet designed by the dietitian. Individual child
care facilities can electronically generate their weekly orders from vendors from
this list by entering the number of children they project to have for the next week
and accounting for current inventory.
In 2008, Toronto City Council adopted a Local Food Procurement Policy in
a phased manner, beginning with the Children’s Services’ Division. At the time it
was estimated that of the 37 child care centres directly operated by the city with
on-site kitchens, 20 per cent of their food purchases were grown in Ontario. In
2011, it was estimated that the Division was currently procuring 33 per cent local
food.
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